
APPENDIX E

' "
SMALL-SIDED GAMES

(To Enhance Learning and Emphasize Fun)

The following pages for suggested activities to enhance learning and make practices fun for

kids. These games will assist in the development of technique and overall skills. It is important

to structure practices with both an emphasis on the learning environment, and a place to have

fun.

Please note that while these activities and games are suggested, coaches should always be

looking for new ideas to enhance practices. We suggest taking notes at coaching clinics,

clipping articles from publications about coaching youth and continually adding new methods to

. teachthe gameandmaintainenjoyment.

Key to Diagrams
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DRIBBLING & TACKLING

(Tackling when match related and match condition stages.)

FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITIES:
'-.J

Pendulum:

Touch the ball from the inside of one foot to the inside of the other.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

. Challenge the players to see how far apart their feet can go.

How quickly can the players touch the ball?

Every third touch, push the ball diagonally out with one foot

and bring it back with the opposite foot.

.

.

. Keeping feet shoulders width (unless otherwise stated).

Keep knees bent.

Low center of gravity.

.

.

. Keep body over the ball.

Stay on the balls of your feet ("happy feet").

Look up as much as or as often as possible.

.

.

Zen Dribbling:

Each player has a partner, one player has a ball. Players hold hands. One player has a ball and

closes his/her eyes. The partner guides the player around a confined area.

.'--/

Follow the leader:

In small groups of four or five, the players follow the leader while dribbling. This format can also

be used for team races or relay races.

Red Light - Green Light:

Have the players in a straight line with a ball. Designate a finish line across the field. The coach

shouts red light - stop or green light - go. Players that do not immediately stop (coach's

decision) goes back even with the last person.

Variation: . Stop the ball with various body parts.

. Coach uses a red shirt and a green shirt (visual cues).

Coaching Points:
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. Players must keep the ball close or accelerate if they push it

further away.

. When coach uses visual cues, keep the head up as often as

possible. <~
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Body Part Dribbling:

While dribbling within a confined space, stop the ball with various body parts, indicated by the

coach.~
Variation:

Coaching Points:

. If players are too young for left and right, just use foot,

elbow...

Change the size of the space.

Divide the players into groups and see which group can all

stop the ball with the appropriate body part first.

.

.

. Keep the ball close, soft touches,

Keep your head up between touches..

Speed Dibbling:

Divide the players into 3 groups. Assign each group a number (1,2,3). Create a confined area

with cone. Around the area, about 15-20 yards away, set about 10 cones. Begin play, all 3

groups are playing tag inside the area. When the coach calls a number, that team leaves the

area and goes around one of the outside cones as quickly as possible.

Variation: . Change the distance of the outside cones.

. Change the game played inside the confined space.

. Restrict the number of touches a player may use to get

around the outside cone and come back.

"--./

Coaching Points:

"--./
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. The first touch to break out from the confined space should

be longer.

The player should be using the instep or the outside of the

foot.

In between touches, players should be looking up.

.

.
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Speed Dribbling:

Tag:

In a confined area, all players with a ball except the designated "IT' player. The "IT" player tries

to tag other players while all are dribbling.

Hospital Tag:

Each player dribbles the ball in a confined area. When the player is tagged by the player who is

"IT', they must hold the body part touched. If a player is tagged twice, they must go to the

hospital, perform a task (5-situps, 10 pendulums, etc.) and return to the game.

' /

Variation: . Sizeof Space

. Number of players "IT'

. Tagged three times before going to the hospital

. "IT' player(s) use ball

Coaching Points: . Vision

. Change of speed and direction

'-.J
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Crows and Cranes:

Set up the grid as shown below.Dividethe team into two groupsof X's and O's. When either
I

team is called, they must dribble to the end line while being chased by the other team (without

balls). The score is the number of players caught.

Variation: . Vary the size of the space

. Vary the starting distance between the two teams

. Place a defender in each end in front of the safety zone

Coaching Points: . Use coaching points for speed dribbling

. Angle the dribble in front of the pursuing defender to cut off

their path

' /

10yd$.
..c )Ir

Cro s & Cranes

MATCH RELATED ACTIVITIES:

Crab Soccer:

Set up a rectangular grid (about 12 yds. by 20 yds.). Divide the team in half. One half are crabs,

the other half are dribblers. Dribblers attempt to move from one end of the grid to the other.

Crabs try to knock opponent's ball out of the grid. When ball is out, the dribbler becomes a crab.

The last dribbler is the winner.
\ J
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Variation:

Coaching Points:

X,
X""""'"

-X

X.V\.
'X

X.x

X;X

Crab Soccer

. Crabs try to knock opponents ball out of the area

Vary the length and/or width of the area.
'-.-/

. In tight spaces, dibblers should keep the ball close to their

body

When space is available, push the ball into the space and

get to it quickly

.

crab position

0

0

0

'--/
Sharks and Minnows:

Players line up on a line with soccer balls. A player in the middle of the defined area is the

"shark". On the signal, players try to dribble across the area to the opposite line. If a player is

caught by the shark, they becomes a shark.

Variation: . When the shark wins the ball, they must dribble out of the

area before the minnow is caught

Coaching Points: . Same as hospital tag

Knockout:

Each player dribbles around a confined area (approximately 12 yds. by 12 yds.) and trys to

knock other player's ball out of the confined area without losing possession of their ball. Players

can return to the game after completing an assigned task by the coach (Le. box the ball 30

times, dribble to a spot and back, etc.) If players can retrieve their own ball before it leaves the

area, they keep playing.

Variation:
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. Change the task to get back in the game

Have players knock out another player's ball with their ball

Play in teams

"-../.
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Coaching Points:

~

. All players must keep their heads up to see if they are being

chased or who they could knock out

. Shield the ball by placing your body between the ball and the

opponent

.. Try to have your shoulder, hips and side to opponent

Soccer Croquet:

The field should be set up as illustrated. The dimensions should be around 20 yds. by 35 yds.

Two teams (4v4) are in the area. A point is scored each time a player dribbles through an

opponent's flags.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

~

. Change the size of the area

. Change the numbers of sets of flags

. Change the width between two flags

. Vary the number of balls in the activity

. Vary the number of players

. Offensively, change of speed and direction

. Vision of other players who may be able to go through a set

of flags

. Defensively, moving your body into good position, denying

penetration with the dribble

. Denying the player with the ball from making a positive one

that could score a point
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1v1 With Four Goals:

Divide the team into two teams that oppose each other (no more than 4 players per team). Each

team defends two goals. Have the players get into pairs, one from each team. They can only

mark each other, no help from teammates. A point for each player dribbling into one of their

team's goal.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

PASSING & SHOOTING

(Striking the ball.)

FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITES:

~

. Make the goals regulation and have goalkeepers for

.
shooting

Have extra players stand in the goals for targets, to score a

goal, pass to these targets

. Emphasize defense or offense

When dribbling for a point, emphasize sealing off the

defender once they're beaten

When passing to a target or shooting, how quickly can they

make that play?

Players do not always have to get physically behind the

defender to beat them with a pass or shoot

.

.

.

\ J
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Crazy Cones:

Set up a circle about 20 yd. across. Set up cones randomly in the area. Each player needs a

ball. On the signal, the players try to pass to a cone and knock it down. The player who knocks

the most over wins. Players do not have to use their own ball. After passing, get the closest ball

AppendixE
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and try again.

Variation: . Split the team into two groups and have competition

Ask them to use different surfaces of the foot

Use different feet

'-.J .
.

Coaching Points: .See technicalnotes

Crazy Cones

\ /

Target Ball:

After dividing the team in half, put each group ten yards apart in a line facing each other. A

neutral ball is in the middle of the two lines. Each team tries to knock the ball over the

opponent's line by passing/shooting their ball against the neutral ball

Variation: . Distance from the neutral ball

\ J
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. Sizeof the neutralball

. Numberof neutralballs

Coaching Points: . See technical notes



Target B311

Soccer Golf:

Set up a golf course. The tee could be a disc cone, the hole could be a stand up cone or flag.

See how Iowa score you can get.

Variation: . Playas teams
. Set up obstacles to go over or around

Coaching Points: . See technical notes for striking or passing

Reaction Shooting:

Divide your team into two, three or four groups (depending on the size of your team and the

goals available). Each group stands in a line about twelve yards from the goal. The first player

turns their back to the goal. The next player in line rolls the ball toward the goal and the first

player turns and shoots into the net. Players count the number of goals in a specified time.

' /

Relay Races:

Any type of relay race can be used and any type of pass can be used. The relay race format

adds excitement and fun to learning the technique.

Between Cones:

Two lines of player, 10-12 yards apart. No more than 3 player in a line. Between the two lines,

place two cones, 3 yards apart as a "gate". After a player passes the ball, follow the pass and

go to the end of the opposite line. How many passes through the gate can the players make?

Variation: . Vary the width of the gate
. Vary the distance between the two lines

Use two touch, one touch

Vary the surface of the foot used, left or right if needed

.

.
\ J

Coaching Points: . See technical notes for passing and receiving (if using more
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than one touch)
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Between C ooes

Pac Man:

One player (Pac Man) has a soccer ball in a confined area. The remainder of the team tries to

stay away from "Pac Man" who tries to hit the player's ball with their ball. If your ball is hit - go

outside the area, perform 10 step-ups and rejoin the game.

Variation: . Number of "Pac Men"

'-../ Coaching Points:

. "Pac Man" doesn't use a ball

Task to do when your ball is hit out.

. Vision

Techniques for shielding your ball

Techniques for passing

.

.

Toss and Receive:

Each player has a ball. On a signal, the player tosses the ball in the air and receives the ball

with a certain part of the body (Le. instep, thigh, chest...)

Variation: . Toss the ball in the air, do quick activity (sitdown, stand up)

and control the ball

Coaching Points:

\ J

Roxborough Square:
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. Toss the ball for a partner

After tossing to a partner, apply pressure.

. Get in line of the flight of the ball

Decide which part of the body

Make the part of the body you will use soft

Bend knees and relax

.

.

.

. Direct the ball in a certain direction

xix



In a designated area, have half the players on the outside with a ball and half inside without a

ball. Inside players check to an outside player who passes them the ball. The player on the

inside receives the ball and plays it back to the same player on the outside who gave them the
ball.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

J

. Vary services to feet, chest, head...

Use throw-ins for services.
. Inside players return the ball to a different outside player

. See technical notes

Try to receive the ball sideways on.
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Sequence Passing:

Organize the team into groups of 5-7 players, and have two balls per group. Give each group an

unstructured area to play. Number each player (1-7) and give the ball to number one. Player

one passes the ball to player two who passes to player three, etc. The last player passes the

ball back to number one.

Variation:

Appendix E

. Balls on ground only

Balls in air only

Bend the passes

Have the player do a combination play with the next player

and then find the third player with a pass (one wall passes '-/

.

.

.
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with two and then finds three with a pass, three wall passes

with four and the finds five with a pass, etc.)

'--/ Coaching Points: . See technical notes

Can you see where to pass the ball before you have it?

Can you always see the other players in your group?

.

.
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Keep Your Yard Clean:

Divide the players area in half. Each player with a ball in their team's half. Keep your yard clean

by passing the ball into the other team's yard. Play for a designated length of time. Team with

the least balls in their yard wins.

Coaching Points: . Technical notes for passing and shooting

X.----. .°
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Keep Yoor Yard Clean

\.J

Receiving Relay:

Set playersup into two lines. No morethan four or five playersper line.The first player in line

passesthe ball to the secondplayerwho must receivethe ball and turn. After t~rningwith the
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ball, pass the ball to the next player and so on until the ball reaches the end of the line. The first

line done is the winner.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

. Vary the distance between players

Vary the services used

Vary the parts of the body receiving the ball

The line may travel by having the player who just passed the

ball to assume a new position at the end of the line

' /

.

.

.

. See technical notes

Receive the ball sideways on whenever possible.
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Around the Server:

This game is played until each player in the group goes through once (twice, etc.) The shooter

starts with a penalty kick. Between each kick, the shooter runs around the server. That signals

the ball should be served and shot immediately. Keep score by team or individual.

Variation: . Distance of the servers

Coaching Points:

Appendix E

. Quality of the passes (rolling, bouncing, etc.)

Number of touches.

. Shooting techniques (see notes) '-/
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Around the Server

Short, Short, Long:

Players get into groups of 3. Two players close and one further away. The two play the ball back

and forth and then one of them plays the ball to far player. The player who does not play the ball

long runs to support the pass. Continue the pattern.

Variation: . Vary the distance of the long serve

. Vary the technique used,

Coaching Points:

'-./

MATCH RELATED ACTIVITIES:

. If you have a group of 4, one serves long and two run to

support

. See techniques notes

. When the player serving the ball long picks their head up to

see the target, supporting player(s) should begin the run to

support the long target

~

. 'X

X

Shcrt)Short) Long

Monkey in the Middle:

One or two players are in the middle of a confined space. Outside players try to pass to each

other. Inside players try to intercept the pass. One point for each pass and one point for each

interception.

Variation:

'---/

AppendixE

. Players that win the ball in the middle switch places with the

player that.lost the ball

Change the size and shape of the space they use.
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Coaching Points:

. Vary the numbers, inside and outside

. See techniques notes
"-.-/
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Mcokey in 1:he Middl e

Keep Away Games

These games are great to work on passing. While the players work on passing, they are starting

to understand the off the ball movements necessary to play the game.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

. Space

Number of touches.
. Number of players (uneven numbers)

. Positioning before the ball is played

Anticipating where to play the ball

Technical notes for passing and receiving

'--./

.

.

Four Goal Game:

Two teams play and each team has two goals to attack. Use a suitable playing area for the

number of players.

Variation: . Size of the goals

Coaching Points:

Appendix E

. Distance goals are apart

Use of goalkeepers.

. Various technical points

Positioning of supporting players (encouraging players to

keep a shape, diamond, triangle, in their play)

.

' /
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FourGoal Game

1v1 to Goal

Two lines face the goal about 20 yards away. No more than 3 players per line. The coach rolls a

ball between the first two players. The first player to the ball shoots. Keep score by teams.

Variation: . Distance from goal

Distance lines are apart -

Quality of the serve from coach

.

.

. Angle to the goal
\...J

Coaching Points: . Use of the body to win possession of the ball

. Taking the earliest opportunity to shoot

. Defending principles

I..1..
S

0
0
0

x
X
X

I

1'111;0 Q:Q.I

\ J

Box on Box Shooting

Set up a field that is 18 yards by 36 yards and divide the team into four groups of four. Three

defenders, a goalkeeper and an attacker play in each half of the field. The three defenders pass

the ball around until they can pass it forward to the attacker and then they try and score. Play

five minutes, keep score and then put in the two other teams.
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Variation: . Have the single attacker lay the ball off to the supporting

players

Require the defenders to begin behind the player in the

attacking Y:zof the field

The single attacking player may turn and shoot or use

support

'---/.

.

Coaching Points: . Pace of the pass laid off

. Angle of the pass laid off

. Deception of the pass laid off

. Supporting players not too close to the player laying the ball

off

. Shooting technique (see notes)

Ability to find the target player.

X---""

'--.,./

0

K

0

Bar: on Bar: Shoot:ing:

Middle Team:

Set up a field 20 x 30 yards and divide it into 3 equal sections. Divide the 9 players into 3 groups

of 3. Put a group in each section. The two end groups try to keep the ball away from the middle

group. If the ball is intercepted by the middle team or the ball goes out of bounds, the team who

played the ball goes into the middle.

Variation: . Vary the size of the spaces

. Adjust the numbers, make sure players get repetitions

. Challenge the outside players to play through the middle ' /

instead of over

Appendix E xxvi
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' /

. Challenge the outside players to play over the middle instead

of through

Coaching Points: .

GridWars:

Place two areas of 10 x 10 yards about 10 yards apart. One player in each area. The ball is

played back and forth. If the ball rolls out of your area or does not enter the area, the opponent

gets a point.

Variation:

"-../

. See technical notes

When playing through the middle, move the ball to get the

middlegroupout of positionbeforeservingthe ball

Middle Team

. Vary the size of the area

. Vary the distance between areas

. Vary the kinds of serves (instep, outside, bending, etc.)

Coaching Points:

\ J
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. See technical notes
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1v1, Receive and Go:

This game is played inside of the eighteen-yard box. Four players surround the box with the

ball, while the two players are inside of the box. One is an attacker and the other is a defender.

You also need a goalkeeper. Rotate a new pair, second time the pair is in they should rotate

who is attacking and who is defending.

Variation: . Less people, less rest

. Vary the kinds of serves to the target attacking player.

\.J

Coaching Points: . See technical notes

Recognizing space to play the first touch.
. Defending patience

When to tackle, just after touch.

'-.-/

Throw in Game:

Playa small-sided game and every ball out of play must be thrown to a teammate to restart the

game. Emphasize receiving the throw in.

Coach Kick In:

Playa smallsidedgamewherea new ball is put back in play by the coacheverytime a ball is

out of play.Emphasizereceivingthe throwin.

HEADING

FUNDAMENTAL ACTIVITIVES:

Pair Heading:

Players get into pairs, one with a ball. One player is sitting in front while the other is standing

about 2 yards away. The player standing has the ball and tosses it at the player who is sitting.

The player who is sitting heads the ball to the standing player. After five serves, switch places.
' /
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Toss - Head - Catch:

Have players get into threes, one with a ball. While moving, player one tosses the ball to player

two who tosses the ball to player three. Player three tosses the ball to player one who heads the

ball to player two, etc.

Variation:

Variation:

' /

Coaching Points:

\..J

Coaching Points:

. The players go to their knees

The players go to their feet. Try to head the ball through the

partners feet

Vary the distance of the server

When both players are standing, have the header run

backwards and the server chase while serving.

.

.

.

. See technical notes

The header should be powerful, using the back and arms

When kneeling, back should be arched, not sitting on their

heels

.

.

. Snap from the waist and pull through with side by side and

others will put one foot in front of the other. They should

work on all of these positions.

. Vary the distance between players

Instead of tossing the ball, serve it with their feet

Make it a race by the number of heads in a determined

amount of time

.

.

. See technical notes

See the target before heading and rotate body toward the

target as early as possible

.

2v2 -Heading to Goal:

Set up a field 6x10 yards with goals using corner flags (cones 4 yards wide. Have one team

start with the ball. They can toss the ball back and forth until one heads the ball to goal (no more

than 3 tosses). Both players from the opposing team are on the goal line, trying to prevent a

goal. Hands may be used. Once a save has been made, goal scored or the ball goes out of

play, the old attacking team retreats to their goal line and the team who were the goalkeepers

attack.

Variation:
\...J
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. Vary the size of the goal

No use of hands while in goal.
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. When attacking, after the first toss, only heading

Coaching Points: . Prepare your body to head the ball. Face the target as early

as possible

Often the serve from in front is easier to head

\.-/

.

0 -----....

0

0.

2'12, HeOl.ding 'to Goal

1v1, Heading to Goal:

Set two goals using corner flags 15 yards apart. The goals should be 8 yards wide. Have two

players on each goal line and two players behind each goal about 10 yards, each with balls.

Player A1 will serve the ball over the goal to A2 who will try to head the ball into the goal

defended by B2. Then B1 will serve the ball over the goal to B2 who will try to head the ball into

the goal defended by A2. Repeat five times. A1 and A2 switch places and B1 and B2 switch

places. When defending as goalies, players may use their hands.

Variation: . Vary the distance between the goals

. Vary the angle the ball is served

\.-/

Coaching Points: . See technical notes
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Toss - Head - Catch to Goal:

Play 5v5 on a field 35 by 50 yards with two goals. Use the ,sequence toss - head - catch to

move the ball around the field. The only way to win the ball is if you intercept a pass, the ball

hits the ground other than a header to the goal or the ball goes out of bounds. Score by heading

the ball into the goal.

Variation: . Vary the size of the field

Vary the number of players

Change the sequence to toss -head - head - catch

.

.

Coaching Points: . See technical notes

You must see teammates and opponents before the ball is.
played

MATCH RELATED ACTIVITIES:

\...J

Channel Game:

This is a 4v4 game with two players on each side channel and no defenders in the area. The

players on the outside cross the ball into the box and the four offensive players organize runs

and try to score. Rotate players into the channel positions.

Variation: . Add defenders into the channels

. Inside players can overlap into the channel area to exchange

places with the wide players

Coaching Points: . Organize near, far and trail runs

See technical notes for heading and passing.

"-../
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Channel GUile

Transition Game:

Set up field, 15x20 yards with small goal at each end. Have 3 players, each with a ball at each

goal. One player from each end comes out, one ball. Play 1v1. When a goal is scored or the ball

goes over the end line, the defender from that side steps off and a new player from that end

steps on with a ball. The attacking player stays on and should defend the player coming on with

the ball.

Variation:

Coaching Points:

Appendix E

"-../

. Play 2v2, 3v3, 4v4, 5v5. You need to have at least two

teams at each end. There shouldn't be more than three

Play with large goals if you have goalkeepers

Smaller numbers, set goals off the playing area so shots

come from realistic distances

.

.

. Immediate pressure on the ball

Angle of approach

Speed of approach

Taking the earliest opportunities to shoot

Appropriate techniques

.

.

.

.
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1v1:

15x10 yard area. Play to small goals, target players or regulation goals for the age group. Play

for a time limit and rotate new players into the game.

Variation: . Size of the space

\J
2v2 and 3v3:

Same as 1v1

Variation: . Same as 1v1

Coaching Points: . Combination play: wall passes, overlaps, takeovers

Angles of support.
. Defending in pairs, pressure and cover

Communication.

4v4 and SvS:

Same as 1v1

Variation: . Same as 1v1

Coaching Points: . Same as 2v2 and 3v3

3rdattacker, unbalancing the opposition

3rddefender, balancing the defense

.

.

"-/
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. Lengthof time playing

Coaching Points: . Technicalnotesfor dribbling
. Technicalnotesfor shooting
. Defending 1v1


